The extent of gene dispersal is a fundamental factor of the population and evolutionary dynamics of tropical tree species, but directly monitoring seed and pollen movement is a difficult task. However, indirect estimates of historical gene dispersal can be obtained from the fine-scale spatial genetic structure of populations at drift-dispersal equilibrium. Using an approach which is based on the slope of the regression of pairwise kinship coefficients on spatial distance and estimates of the effective population density, we compare indirect gene dispersal estimates of sympatric populations of 10 tropical tree species. We re-analyzed 26 data sets consisting of mapped allozyme, SSR, RAPD or AFLP genotypes from two rainforest sites in French Guiana. Gene dispersal estimates were obtained for at least one marker in each species, although the estimation procedure failed under insufficient marker polymorphism, limited sample size, or inappropriate sampling area. Estimates generally suffered low precision and were affected by assumptions regarding the effective population density. Averaging estimates over data sets, the extent of gene dispersal ranged from 150 m to 1200 m according to species. Smaller gene dispersal estimates were obtained in species with heavy diaspores, which are presumably not well-dispersed, and in populations with high local adult density. We suggest that limited seed dispersal could indirectly limit effective pollen dispersal by creating higher local tree densities, thereby increasing the positive correlation between pollen and seed dispersal distances. We discuss the potential and limitations of our indirect estimation procedure and suggest guidelines for future studies.
INTRODUCTION
Species dispersal is a determining factor affecting the dynamics of populations, communities, and ecosystems. Accordingly, tropical tree seed and pollen dispersal has received much attention in studies of population genetic structure (Sork et al. 1999) , population demography (Nathan & Muller-Landau 2000) , and community assembly (Condit et al. 2002) .
Neutral genetic markers are increasingly being used to infer patterns of gene dispersal. To this end different methods have been developed which differ by 1) the contemporary or historical nature of gene flow estimates, and 2) their dependence with respect to an underlying model whose assumptions are assumed to hold. These approaches are generally termed 'direct' when using exact genotypes or 'indirect' when using gene pool data (Smouse & Sork 2004; V. Sork, pers. comm.) . The most direct approaches use genetic markers to monitor contemporary movements of individuals or propagules by reconstructing parentage relationships, as in paternity/parentage analyses (Jones & Ardren 2003) which are model-free beyond assuming Mendelian inheritance of the markers. The most indirect approaches estimate historical dispersal parameters from the observed genetic structure by fitting it to theoretical population models generally assuming drift-migration equilibrium. Some of these methods exploit coalescence theory (e.g. Beerli & Felsenstein 2001; Hey & Nielsen 2004) . Indirect methods to estimate contemporary gene flow, such as 'TwoGener' (Smouse et al. 2001; Austerlitz & Smouse 2002) , or direct methods based on model fitting, such as the 'neighbourhood model' (Burczyk et al. 2002) , have also been developed. In the following we focus on indirect approaches of historical gene flow and their application to tropical tree species in continuous populations.
Indirect approaches to assess historical gene flow employ the principle that genetic structure displayed by neutral markers is essentially caused by local genetic drift, the effect of which is counterbalanced by gene dispersal. For an island model, Wright (1965) proposed the famous F ST = 1/(1 + 4Nm) relationship, illustrating that genetic differentiation among populations (F ST ) depends on a balance between local genetic drift (N, the effective size of a population) and dispersal (m, the per generation population migration rate). Isolation-by-distance models, which treat space explicitly, make similar predictions: genetic differentiation increases with distance at a rate proportional to 1/D 2 , where D is the effective population density and  2 the second moment of dispersal distance, expressing the spatial extent of gene dispersal (Rousset 1997) . Isolation-by-distance models can be used to interpret spatial genetic structure (SGS, i.e. the spatial distribution of alleles) on a fine scale within populations (Rousset 2000; Vekemans & Hardy 2004) . Intuitively, one can imagine that the observed level of fine-scale SGS within a population depends on the degree of overlap between 'gene shadows' (i.e. the spatial distribution of seed and pollen mediated gene dispersal events around each parent) of adjacent individuals. The lower the overlap, the greater the probability nearby progenies are sibs. In this way, SGS builds in successive generations until an equilibrium SGS is reached. The product D 2 expresses the degree of individual gene shadow overlap. It implies that a same level of SGS can be obtained under higher density and lower dispersal distance, or vice versa.
A major advantage of indirect methods is that they are relatively easy to apply in natural populations. Unlike parentage or paternity analyses, SGS assessment does not require exhaustive population sampling and is less demanding in terms of marker polymorphism. However, indirect methods do not provide as detailed information as parentage / paternity analyses. For example, they cannot provide detailed descriptions regarding the shape of the dispersal distribution or make the distinctions between the extent of seed and pollen dispersal, unless both uniparentally and biparentally inherited markers are available (but see Heuertz et al. 2003) . Moreover, SGS depends upon the balance between gene dispersal and local genetic drift, so that the estimation of gene dispersal per se requires an independent assessment of local genetic drift through the determination of the effective density. Finally, their reliability relies on whether the assumptions of the underlying models hold in real populations (i.e. demographic equilibrium). Despite many potential limitations of indirect methods, numerical simulations (Hardy 2003; Leblois et al. 2003 Leblois et al. , 2004 and comparisons between direct and indirect gene dispersal estimates (e.g. Fenster et al. 2003) indicate that fine-scale SGS analyses can provide reliable estimates of gene dispersal distances.
Paralleling previous studies comparing among population differentiation of various species using F ST (e.g. Hamrick & Godt 1996) , Vekemans and Hardy (2004) proposed a new statistic to quantify fine-scale SGS within populations using pairwise kinship coefficients between individuals. They reanalyzed literature data to compare SGS among 47 plant species and demonstrated that SGS is correlated with the mating system, life-form and population density. Their approach rests on the following prediction of isolation-by-distance models for a twodimensional space: at drift-dispersal equilibrium and for distances in the range  g > d ij > ca 20 g , where  g 2 is half the mean squared parent-offspring distance, the expected kinship coefficient between individuals decreases linearly with ln
where D e is the effective population density (a function of the rate of coalescence per generation and unit area), and F N the kinship coefficient between neighbouring (competing) individuals (Rousset 2000; Vekemans & Hardy 2004) . With mapped genotypes, b and F N can be estimated using pairwise kinship coefficients. Therefore, the statistic Sp = b/(F N -1) was proposed as a way to synthesize SGS intensity, because it is expected to be equal to 1/(4D e  g 2 ) = 1/N b , the reverse of Wright's neighbourhood size, N b (Wright 1946) , a synthetic measure of the balance between drift and gene flow at a local scale (Fenster et al. 2003) . This expectation holds when SGS is measured at the appropriate spatial scale, is solely due to isolation-by-distance, and has reached equilibrium. Even when the latter conditions are not met, Vekemans and Hardy (2004) argue that Sp remains a useful statistic to make comparisons among species or populations because, as long as the kinship curve is approximately linear with ln(d ij ) over the spatial scale investigated, it is less sensitive to the sampling scheme than other synthetic measures of SGS intensity (e.g. distance of zero relatedness).
In their SGS comparisons among species, Vekemans and Hardy (2004) did not attempt to estimate gene dispersal distances ( g ) from their Sp values because reliable effective population density estimates (D e ) were not available for most reviewed SGS studies. However, they proposed a refined approach to estimate gene dispersal distances when D e can be assessed. In this paper, we apply their refined SGS analysis to estimate past gene dispersal in 10 neotropical tree species from two sites in French Guiana, using all genetic data available for these species and knowledge of adult population densities. Different types of nuclear markers (codominant or dominant) were considered: allozymes, SSR (i.e. microsatellites), RAPD, and AFLP, totalling 26 data sets each representing a different species by site by marker combinations. We check the consistency of our estimates among markers within species and site, and discuss the potential sources of estimation bias and the precautions to be taken when applying the approach. We also compare gene dispersal estimates among species and relate the differences to the respective dispersing agents of seed and pollen as well as to population density.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The French institutions CIRAD (French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development) and INRA (French National Institute for Agricultural Research) have undertaken a joint effort to study the genetic structure of 15 neotropical tree species exhibiting contrasting life history traits using a variety of molecular markers. For this study, we compiled the available nuclear genotypic data for 10 species from two sites.
Study sites. Situated 35 km apart and about 15 km from the coast, the Paracou and Counami sites belong to the virtually uninterrupted forest cover of the Guiana shields and are representative of lowland moist tropical forest ecosystems.
Paracou (5°18'N, 52°55'W) contains 16 permanent study square plots (15 of 6.25 ha plus one of 25 ha; Fig. 1A ) maintained since 1984 by CIRAD Forestry Department to study forest regeneration in natural conditions and under logging (Gourlet-Fleury et al. 2004; Schmitt & Bariteau, 1990 ). All trees above 10 cm diameter at breast height (DBH) have been identified, mapped and measured in each plot. Although several plots were logged, the SGS examined here refers to trees present prior to logging.
Counami (5°22'N, 53°14'W) is a pristine forest of ca 12000 ha where an inventory of trees (DBH > 37.5 cm) was carried out by CIRAD Forestry Department using 411 small sample plots (40 m by 75 m) situated at the nodes of a rectangular grid (adjacent plots were 500 m apart in one direction and 400 m in the perpendicular direction; Fig.1B ) (Couteron et al. 2003) . Samples for genetic analyses came from these plots (or less than 100 m from a plot), collecting, for each studied species, one individual per plot where the species was present. Study species. Variation at nuclear markers was assessed for nine species at Paracou and four species at Counami, totalling 10 different species (Table 1) . Hereafter, these species will be referred to by genus only. The species exhibit a range of seed dispersal mechanisms (gravity, mammals, birds, bats, or wind, Table 1 ), so that the extent of seed shadows (i.e. the spatial distribution of dispersed seeds around the maternal tree) is expected to vary substantially. In contrast, pollen dispersal is not well characterized, although the types of pollinating agent can be assessed from floral traits (Table 1) . By tropical rainforest standards, most of the studied species may be considered as fairly abundant within the study sites (original adult densities > 1 ha -1 ; Table 2 ). At Paracou, we could also estimate the local density of adults, defined here as the mean density within a circle of 50 m radius around each adult tree of the focal species. The ratio of local to overall density ( 0-50 ) expresses the degree of spatial aggregation of each species (Condit et al., 2000) , values above unity indicating spatial aggregation. Note that as several plots at Paracou were logged, we computed local and global densities from pre-logging inventories.
Genetic markers. Depending on the species, one to three of the following nuclear genetic markers were used: allozymes, SSR, RAPD, AFLP ( Table 2 ). The first two markers are codominant, whereas the last two are dominant. All samples came from trees with DBH > 10 cm, and consisted of cambium tissue or fresh leaves stored at -80°C until enzyme or DNA extraction. Laboratory protocols are detailed elsewhere (Caron 2000; Degen et al. 2001a,b; Doligez & Joly 1997; Dutech et al. 2002) . Sample sizes varied widely among species and markers (n = 32 to 202; Table 2 ), and the number of polymorphic loci varied greatly among marker types (Table 2) . Within species, different samples of individuals were used for the different markers, although they overlapped to varying degrees. In total, there were 26 species by marker by site combinations (Table 2) .
Characterizing spatial genetic structure. SGS was assessed for each data set following the procedure described in Vekemans and Hardy (2004) , based on pairwise kinship coefficients between individuals, F ij , using the software SPAGeDi (Hardy & Vekemans 2002 ; http://www.ulb.ac.be/sciences/ecoevol/spagedi.html). F ij measures the extent of genetic similarity between individuals i and j relative to the mean genetic similarity between random individuals in the sample. The magnitude of the relatedness is thus relative to the genetic background of the area sampled. F ij values were estimated as in Hardy (2003) using eq. 15 for dominant markers, and eq. 16 for codominant markers. The estimation of F ij with dominant markers requires the inbreeding coefficient, F (Hardy 2003) . Therefore, for each species, we used F estimated on the basis of a codominant marker when one was available, otherwise we set F = 0 as the studied species are essentially outbreeders (Caron et al. 2004 ).
To visualize SGS, F ij values were averaged over a set of distance classes (d), giving F(d), and plotted against the logarithm of the distance. F ij values were also regressed on ln(d ij ), where d ij is the spatial distance between i and j, to provide the regression slope, b. To test for SGS, the spatial positions of the individuals were permuted 10,000 times in order to get the frequency distribution of b under the null hypothesis that F ij and d ij were uncorrelated (cf. Mantel test). The SGS intensity was quantified by Sp = b/(F 1 -1), where F 1 is the average kinship coefficient between individuals separated by the first distance class (<50m).
Estimating gene dispersal. Estimating historical gene dispersal from SGS must be distinguished from SGS characterization because, here, we implicitly assume that the observed SGS represent equilibrium isolation-by-distance patterns. We must also make a distinction between the estimation of Wright's neighbourhood size, N b  4D e  g 2 , where the relative role of drift and dispersal are not separated, from the estimation of gene dispersal distances,  g , which requires an independent estimate of drift (D e ).
Wright's neighbourhood size can be estimated as
is here taken as an approximation for F N . As F 1 << 1 in general (e.g. F 1  0.1 in allogamous species; Vekemans & Hardy 2004) , the (1-F 1 ) term should not cause substantial bias. An obvious difficulty with this formula is that b r depends on  g , which is a parameter to estimate. Therefore, we used an iterative procedure suggested by Vekemans and Hardy (2004) : 1) N b was estimated from the global regression slope of
; steps 2) and 3) were repeated until the successive N b estimates converged. In some cases the procedure failed to converge because b r became null or positive at one step, or g ˆ became larger than d ij for all i-j pairs, in which case no estimate was obtained.
To apply this procedure, D e is assumed to be known. However, D e is not simply the adult population density as it also depends on the variance of lifetime reproductive success among individuals (effective density). D e can be approximated as D.Ne/N where Ne/N is the ratio of the effective over the census population sizes, D being the census population density (Vekemans & Hardy 2004) . Demographic studies suggest that Ne/N ratio in adult plant populations typically ranges between 0.1 and 0.5 (Frankham 1995 The Sp and g ˆ estimates were compared among markers within species and site, between sites within species, and among species. In the latter case, we tested whether differences could be explained by seed dispersal vectors or population density. An objective ranking of the species with respect to seed dispersal distance is difficult to achieve, but as propagule weight is likely to be negatively correlated with seed dispersal ability (Hammond et al. 1996) , we tested the rank correlation between g ˆ and propagule weight.
RESULTS
Performance of the estimation procedure. Non-random SGS was detected in 19 of the 26 species by site by marker combinations and in nine of the 10 species for at least one marker (Table 3 ). Failure to detect SGS was apparently due to the low information content of some data sets (e.g. low marker polymorphism and few loci for allozymes in Chrysophyllum, Eperua and Virola) but may also be due to weak actual SGS (e.g. Jacaranda, Sextonia). Most species displayed SGS patterns apparently consistent with isolation-by-distance expectations, where F ij decreases approximately linearly with ln(d ij ), although some data sets tend to show an asymptotic behaviour at large distance (Fig. 2) . Note that as there is no test to demonstrate that SGS conforms to equilibrium isolation-by-distance patterns, hereafter we assume that they do. The procedure used to estimate dispersal parameters converged in 14 of the 26 species by site by marker combinations whatever the assumed De/D ratio, and in three additional cases for the highest assumed ratio (De = D/2). Thus, at least one estimate was obtained for each species (Table 3) . Estimations of neighbourhood size ranged between 20 (Moronobea) and ca. 340 (Jacaranda and Sextonia). Failure of the estimation procedure could be attributed to low marker polymorphism (few loci and low polymorphism per locus; four cases with allozymes), too narrow sampling scale (one case with Dicorynia), or weak SGS probably due to extended gene dispersal (two cases with Sextonia). Approximate confidence intervals on Nb and  g estimates were always wide, the upper bound often being undefined, and the lack of precision enforced under weak SGS (Table 3) .
Consistency among markers and sites. Judging from three comparisons within species and site, RAPD and AFLP markers gave congruent SGS patterns (similar Sp) and, accordingly, Nb and  g estimates had overlapping CI (Table 3) . Allozymes displayed less SGS than other markers. Apart from one species (Sextonia), SSR provided SGS patterns diverging from those obtained by RAPD or AFLP, displaying less SGS in Symphonia, but more SGS in Vouacapoua. However, in the case of the Vouacapoua population at Counami, there was sufficient overlap between the SSR and RAPD samples to subsample the same set of individuals (n = 154), in which case the SGS patterns for the two markers became highly congruent (Sp  SE = 0.0114  0.0067 with SSR, and 0.0092  0.0027 with RAPD).
Comparisons between the two sites can be made for three species. Sextonia gave the lowest Sp values at both sites (Table 3 ). According to RAPD markers, Dicorynia showed more SGS at Counami (Sp  SE = 0.019  0.003) than at Paracou (Sp  SE = 0.011  0.002), whereas the reverse occurred in Vouacapoua, both with RAPD and SSR (Table 3) . Overall densities do not seem to explain these differences: for Dicorynia there is no difference between sites and, for Voucapoua, density is lower at Counami than at Paracou (Table 2) while stronger SGS would be expected for a lower density population (Vekemans & Hardy 2004) . Note that the sites might differ in terms of local densities (not recorded at Counami).
Differences among species. Despite the variability of estimates within species for different markers or sites, and the wide confidence intervals, interpretation of differences among species can be attempted using average estimates over markers and sites, assuming a fixed De (De=D/4). Stronger SGS and lower  g estimates were typically obtained in species where seed dispersal is ensured by gravity and scatter-hoarding rodents, such as Carapa, Moronobea or Vouacapoua ( g  200 m), whereas the reverse occurred in species where birds or monkeys are likely to ensure greater seed dispersal, such as in Chrysophyllum, Sextonia or Virola ( g > 400 m; Fig. 2 ; Table 4 ). Eperua, which should undergo very limited seed dispersal, and Symphonia, which can be dispersed by bats, seem to deviate from this pattern. There are two wind dispersed species and one of them, Dicorynia, has heavy propagules whereas the other, Jacaranda, has much lighter ones (Table 1) that are widely dispersed (Jones et al., in press ).
Accordingly, Dicorynia displayed more SGS leading to a lower  g estimate ( g = 1180 m and 203 m for Jacaranda and Dicorynia, respectively). It must be noted that  g (gene dispersal) should be contributed by seed and pollen dispersal, so that a tight correlation with seed dispersal alone is not necessarily expected.
When species were ranked according to the dry mass of their propagules (Table 1) , grouping species with very similar masses (Chrysophyllum, Sextonia and Virola in one class; Carapa, Moronobea and Symphonia in another class), the species rank was significantly correlated with the mean Sp statistic over markers (excluding allozymes) and sites (Spearman R = 0.68, P = 0.038), as well as with the mean  g estimates over the data sets where the iterative procedure succeeded using De = D/4 (Spearman R = -0.72, P = 0.018). The  g estimates were also correlated with the overall adult density (Spearman R = -0.85; P = 0.002), and the local adult density (Spearman R = -0.83; P = 0.003). As the local adult density was correlated with the propagule mass (Spearman R = 0.69; P = 0.027), the impact of propagule mass and local adult densities are partially confounded.
DISCUSSION
Our data analysis has two main advantages compared to most previous studies of SGS in tropical plants: i) it allows a comparison of SGS using the same metric (i.e. by pairwise kinship coefficients) for dominant and codominant markers, and ii) it attempts to estimate historical gene dispersal distances by fitting the observed SGS patterns to an isolation-bydistance model. Our allozyme data were usually inefficient for that purpose (note that we had generally few allozyme loci), but RAPD, AFLP and SSR data provided estimates in most cases, although these estimates generally suffered low precision. It is worth noting that the theory on which our gene dispersal estimates are based holds whatever the probabilistic form of the gene dispersal curve. However, when rare long distance gene dispersal events occur relative to the scale of observation (highly leptokurtic dispersal),  g would correspond to a truncated gene dispersal distribution, not accounting for dispersal events beyond the sampled area (Rousset 2001 ).
In the following we first discuss methodological aspects to assess the reliability of SGSbased gene dispersal inferences. Then we discuss the implications of our results for understanding of gene dispersal in tropical trees.
Consistency of SGS patterns among markers and sites. Different markers sometimes
provided contrasting Sp, N b and  g estimates (i.e. with non-overlapping confidence intervals, Table 3 ) for the same species in the same site. Marker-dependent bias can occur for a number of reasons. However, there was no systematic trend between the extent of SGS displayed by different types of markers, suggesting that the most likely source of discrepancies between markers was sampling. This hypothesis is supported by the Vouacapoua population at Counami where SSR and RAPD showed very congruent patterns once the analyses were performed on the same set of individuals.
Among the three species analyzed at both sites, Sextonia consistently showed weak SGS, whereas Dicorynia, and more particularly Vouacapoua, displayed different levels of SGS at the two sites. The differences could be due to a site effect, but also to a sampling effect: the sampling schemes adopted at Paracou covered small distances well but missed large ones (>3 km), whereas the one adopted at Counami missed small distances (< 400 m). Divergent SGS between sites can arise from ecological factors (e.g. differences in the efficiency of seed or pollen dispersing agents, different population densities) but also from historical factors when SGS is not at drift-dispersal equilibrium. Historical factors and mode of recolonization were invoked to explain diverging Vouacapoua SGS between two sites sampled at the same scale (Dutech et al. 2002) .
Reliability of dispersal parameters estimated from SGS. A critical assumption in SGS-
based N b and  g estimation is that SGS is representative of an equilibrium isolation-bydistance pattern, and as such some authors have warned that gene dispersal inferences based on the F ST = 1/(1 + 4Nm) relationship are unreliable (Whitlock & McCauley 1999) . This is certainly true when SGS is assessed at a scale much larger than that of gene flow, but at a local scale (relative to  g , SGS can reach an equilibrium in a few generations (Hardy & Vekemans 1999) , so that the equilibrium hypothesis is less critical. Simulations by Leblois et al. (2004) confirm that indirect neighbourhood size estimates obtained within continuous populations are fairly robust with respect to temporal and spatial variation of demographic parameters, and they are generally little affected by historical events having occurred more than 10-20 generations ago. Future comparisons between direct and indirect estimates of gene dispersal in undisturbed tree populations should provide additional hints on whether the equilibrium hypothesis is reasonable. Hardy, unpublished) . Note that the relevant Ne/N ratio here refers to the level of drift occurring within population over a timescale sufficient for the SGS to build up. It is not an asymptotic (long term) Ne/N ratio at the species level, which can be extremely small. Under stable population size (density), Ne/N can be predicted from the variance in lifetime reproductive success among individuals (V): Ne/N  4/(2+V) (Kimura & Crow 1963) . With overlapping generations, under the conservative assumption that the lifetime reproductive success is proportional to the adult lifetime, Ne/N = 1/2 at the limit for low mortality rates between breeding seasons (Nunney 1991) . In species with separate sexes, such as Virola, Ne/N is expected to be further reduced if the sex ratio is unbalanced (Nunney 1993) . Hence, De=D/2 should be a maximum estimate for long-lived hermaphrodite tree species. From these theoretical considerations and experimental results (Frankham 1995) , our guess is that De should often be closer to D/4, notably because trees must generally reach a larger size than the minimum DBH of flowering individuals (the criterion used to assess D) to flower regularly and contribute significantly to the next generation. The parameter V is difficult to assess in natural populations because tree lifespan is often much longer than that of field biologists. Efforts at estimating V, and thus De, in tropical trees should constitute a priority in future studies, not only to improve SGS-based  g estimation, but also because it would bring many insights into patterns of genetic variation and the dynamics of populations.
Because the estimation of  g depends on the square root of De, the error made on the assumed
De is somewhat tempered. Assuming De = D/4 for all species, our gene dispersal distances estimates ( g ) were in the order of 150-1200 m (Table 4) . These estimates would be multiplied by ca. 1.6 if De was actually closer to D/10 ( Table 3 ).
The goal of the iterative procedure used to estimate  g is to reduce estimation bias by measuring the slope of the kinship curve over a distance range for which theory provides robust expectations. An interesting corollary is that the procedure may fail to converge, as observed in 12 of the 26 data sets analysed when De = D/10. Non-convergence is expected, for example in populations sampled at a scale too small with respect to pollen dispersal but where limited seed dispersal generates SGS. In such a situation, the kinship curve is asymptotic, its steepness decreases with distance (Heuertz et al. 2003) . If  g is estimated considering the whole kinship curve, a biased estimate will be obtained. Applying the iterative procedure,  g estimates would increase at each iteration until estimates exceed the sampling scale (no convergence). Hence, by failing to converge, the iterative procedure constitutes a way to eliminate data sets not sampled at the appropriate spatial scale, for example the SSR data of Dicorynia in Paracou (Table 3) .
Besides accuracy (estimation bias), the precision of an estimation procedure is also important. The approximate confidence intervals obtained by jackknifing over loci show that N b and  g estimates suffer low precision for most of our data sets, especially when N b was high (lack of upper bound). Low precision is partially due to the fact that the SGS expressed by a single allele represents just one realization of a highly stochastic process. When a population is sampled at the appropriate sampling scale ( g -20 g ), simulations by Hardy (2003) indicate that the variance of 1/N b estimates (Sp) is roughly proportional to the total number of alleles minus the number of loci (the standard error and the width of the confidence interval should thus depend on the square root of this number). Because N b and  g estimators are non-linear functions of Sp, their standard errors also depend on the level of SGS. Therefore, to obtain sufficiently precise N b estimates, with an upper bound of a 95% confidence interval not larger than twice the lower bound, the standard error of the slope (b r ) of the kinship curve should be less than 1/6 of the slope itself. Lack of precision is somewhat tempered for  g estimates which depend on the square root of N b estimates (Table 3) , but this advantage is essentially annihilated by the additional imprecision on the De estimate. The spatial distribution of sampled individuals also matters, and higher precision might be expected when pairwise distances between samples are homogeneously distributed within the  g -20 g distance range, but optimal sampling strategies deserve to be investigated further.
Comparisons with direct estimates of seed or pollen dispersal. In a two-dimensional space,  g 2 =  s 2 + ½ p 2 (Crawford 1984 ), where  s and  p refer to effective seed and pollen dispersal, respectively. Using this formula, indirect gene dispersal estimates could be compared to direct estimates of seed and pollen dispersal (e.g. Fenster et al. 2003) . Although a true validation of our indirect estimates cannot be achieved because direct estimates of both seed and pollen are lacking for the studied species, our indirect estimates can be compared with direct seed dispersal estimates in six of our species, and with direct estimates of pollen dispersal in other tropical tree species. Reanalyzing data sets monitoring the movement of marked seeds or the distribution of juvenile plants around isolated trees assumed to be the maternal ones (data obtained in French Guiana from the theses of P.-M. Forget, P. A. Jansen and S. Traissac, or in Panama for Jacaranda), direct  s estimates were much lower than our  g estimates (for De = D/4), suggesting that pollen dispersal is the major vector of gene flow (Table 4) . However, a reanalysis of data sets from published paternity analyses in tropical trees indicate that the apparent contribution by pollen to  g ranges from 20 m to 250 m (but exceed 500 m under very low densities in fragmented habitats; Table 5 ), which is still lower than the range of our SGS-based  g estimates (Table 4 ). The discrepancy might be due to an underestimation of pollen dispersal distances because paternity analyses often fail to describe accurately long dispersal events (the same problem occurs for seed dispersal), or simply because different set of species were considered.
If pollen dispersed much better than seeds in our species ( p >>  s ), as has been suggested for tropical trees (Loveless & Hamrick 1984) , gene dispersal would depend essentially on pollen movements and no correlation between seed dispersal efficiency and  g would be expected, except if seed and pollen dispersal distances are positively correlated. As species with limited seed dispersal also tended to occur at higher local densities, and pollen probably disperses less under higher density (Stacy et al. 1996; Vekemans & Hardy 2004) , limited seed and pollen dispersal might be positively correlated in our group of species. This would explain the observed correlations of our  g estimates with i) factors closely linked to seed dispersal ability (propagule mass or dispersal vector), and ii) local density (negative correlation). We suggest that this phenomenon, whereby limited seed dispersal favours limited pollen dispersal by causing individuals to be more aggregated, might be common among tropical forest trees because tree aggregation is generally associated with limited seed dispersal (Condit et al. 2000) . The correlation between the extent of seed and pollen dispersal should be stronger when most mating events occur between near neighbours.
Guidelines to apply the estimation method proposed. The sampling scale is very important to consider at the beginning of such studies. The  g estimates obtained here for mixed tropical forests indicate that an appropriate sampling scheme for trees should include pairs of individuals separated by distances ranging from ca. 10-50 m (neighbours) to ca. 10-20 km (20 times our large  g estimates, 500-1000 m). Having a wide distance range also allows to evaluate the linearity of the kinship curve. Vekemans and Hardy (2004) suggest that sampling along several long intersecting transects can be a good strategy to gather many pairs of neighbours while covering a large area. The precision of estimates improves substantially under low neighbourhood size. Therefore, the approach should perform best under low population densities, and may be inappropriate for species with very extensive pollen or seed dispersal, or in high density populations. The low precision obtained for most of the data sets analysed here suggests that sample sizes and/or marker polymorphism were generally too CONCLUSION SGS-based gene dispersal estimates are based upon some critical assumptions (e.g. driftdispersal equilibrium, isotropic dispersal) and may suffer limited precision. However, they have the great advantage of being relatively easy to carry out, requiring only identification of an appropriate spatial scale for sampling and sufficiently polymorphic neutral markers for genotyping. We believe that SGS-based inferences are likely to offer a useful first approach to assessing the extent of historical gene dispersal in tropical tree species and may be used to correlate estimates with life-history traits. Although the estimates provided here for each species should be taken with caution given their low precision, we suggest that the ranges of values observed for the neighbourhood size (N b = 20 to 350) and gene dispersal distances ( g = 150 to 1200 m) are typical for trees in mixed tropical forests. Gene dispersal estimates were smaller (1) in species with presumably not well dispersed diaspores, and (2) in populations with high local adult density. To explain these results, we suggest that limited seed dispersal could indirectly limit effective pollen dispersal by favoring the aggregation of trees (higher local density). This mechanism would enhance the correlation between gene and seed dispersal, despite pollen is likely the main gene dispersal vector in most species. In future research, comparisons between gene dispersal estimates based on SGS and on paternity / parentage analyses or the TwoGener approach will be important, firstly, to assess more precisely the accuracy and reliability of SGS-based estimates, and secondly, to assess the impact of human perturbations in previously stable habitats by comparing historical (SGSbased) and contemporary (paternity / parentage analyses, TwoGener) gene dispersal patterns (e.g. Dutech et al. 2005) . 
